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Dams:
(Sometimes ya gotta do things when they need done. Permits be- damned.)
California waives some permits as dam repairs rush ahead 
Apr 6, 2017, by The Associated Press, dailyprogress.com
 
OROVILLE, Calif. (AP) — Gov. Jerry Brown
waived some permitting and review requirements
Thursday for Oroville Dam as California rushes to
repair a main spillway that partially washed away
under heavy winter runoff. Brown signed an
executive order directing state agencies to make
repairs at the dam, the nation's tallest, a priority. 
The order waives some of the environmental
reviews and other requirements that could slow
the push to have the concrete spillway operational
by November, when the next rainy season starts. Huge sections of both the main and emergency 
spillways failed in February as rain and melted snow poured into the reservoir behind the dam.
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As water spilled over the dam's emergency spillway Feb. 12, ripping away part of the hillside, 
authorities ordered the evacuation of 188,000 people downstream. Residents were allowed to 
return home later that week. Authorities said the dam itself suffered no damage. Even with one 
storm hitting Thursday and another on the way, state and local authorities said the dam's 
managers have released enough water from the dam to avoid trouble for now. "We are in a much,
much better position today than we were Feb. 12," Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea told reporters
at a news conference near the dam.

William Croyle, acting director at the Department of Water Resources, which manages the dam, 
said the state expects to finish laying new concrete, or bolting down stretches of existing 
concrete, on the key, upper stretch of the main spillway by the Nov. 1 target date. State water 
officials say designs for the redone main spillway are about 60 percent complete. Croyle declined 
to release an estimated price for the rush repairs, which state officials said earlier would cost in 
the hundreds of millions of dollars. Contracts should be awarded on April 17, water officials said.
Oroville reservoir is the state's second-largest, and anchors the system of aqueducts, canals and 
pumps that moves water from Northern California to more arid Central and Southern California.
State water officials said Thursday that inspections have found some surviving sections of the 
main spillway to have far thicker concrete than authorities expected, which Croyle called welcome
news.

An initial report by a federally created board of experts last month, first reported by The 
Associated Press, gave a much more dire description of the crippled main spillway and of the 
urgency of repairs than state officials previously had. The report described the spillway and earth 
around it as saturated with water and made up of as little as 12 inches (304.8 millimeters) of 
concrete. Croyle's agency has since asked federal authorities to withhold from the public future 
reports by the expert panel. The state is citing a law that classifies major dams as critical 
infrastructure subject to possible terror attack, and that allows certain information about the dams 
to be withheld. "That first one shouldn't have been made public," Croyle told reporters. Instead, he
said, state water officials would share the experts' reports with Honea, the sheriff.
A separate team of experts charged with finding out the causes of February's crisis at the dam 
should make its first site visit next week, state water officials said.

(Tight schedule. More of the same. Will they meet it?)
DWR sets Nov. 1 deadline for Oroville Dam spillway repairs
Brown’s executive order waives some permits to expedite reconstruction
By KCRA Staff, Apr 6, 2017, kcra.com 

OROVILLE, Calif. (KCRA) — Gov. Jerry Brown
waived some permitting and review requirements
Thursday for Oroville Dam as California rushes to
repair a main spillway that partially washed away
under heavy winter runoff. Brown signed an
executive order directing state agencies to make
repairs at the dam, the nation's tallest, a priority.
The order waives some of the environmental
reviews and other requirements that could slow
the push to have the concrete spillway
operational by November, when the next rainy
season starts. “We need this in a matter of hours
or days. Instead of weeks and months. This is the kind of project that would take takes 2 to 3 
years to design, and 2 to 3 years to build. So we are going to do this in about 9 months. And you 
are going to be along for the ride,” Department of Water Resources Acting Director Bill Croyle 
said.  Huge sections of both the main and emergency spillways failed in February as rain and 
melted snow poured into the reservoir behind the dam. As water spilled over the dam's 
emergency spillway Feb. 12, ripping away part of the hillside, authorities ordered the evacuation 
of 188,000 people downstream. Residents were allowed to return home later that week. 
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Authorities said the dam itself suffered no damage. Even with one storm hitting Thursday and 
another on the way, state and local authorities said the dam's managers have released enough 
water from the dam to avoid trouble for now. "We are in a much, much better position today than 
we were Feb. 12," Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea told reporters at a news conference near the 
dam.

DWR manages the dam. Croyle said the state expects to finish laying new concrete, or bolting 
down stretches of existing concrete, on the key, upper stretch of the main spillway by the Nov. 1 
target date. “We need to be ready if Mother Nature throws a curve ball, the question is how much 
can we get done?" Croyle said. "So there is a lot of concern, people are saying we can’t get this 
done.”  The Nov. 1 deadline also involves temporarily stabilizing the heavily damaged portion of 
the lower primary spillway, as well as armoring the failed emergency spillway with a concrete mix. 
“The intent is not to use (the emergency spillway) ever again,” DWR chief engineer Jeanne Kuttel 
said. “However, we know Mother Nature throws a lot at us so we will pray.  Kuttel adds Nov. 1 is 
for the first phase of construction, hoping to complete repairs by summer 2018. 

When completed, the primary spillway is intended to be more robust, capable of withstanding an 
outflow of 270,000 cfs, according to Croyle. The historical capacity was around 150,000 cfs. 
State water officials said designs for the redone main spillway are about 60 percent complete. 
Croyle declined to release an estimated price for the rush repairs, which state officials said earlier 
would cost in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Contracts should be awarded on April 17, water 
officials said. Oroville reservoir is the state's second-largest, and anchors the system of 
aqueducts, canals and pumps that moves water from Northern California to more arid Central and
Southern California. State water officials said Thursday that inspections have found some 
surviving sections of the main spillway to have far thicker concrete than authorities expected, 
which Croyle called welcome news.

An initial report by a federally created board of experts last month, first reported by The 
Associated Press, gave a much more dire description of the crippled main spillway and of the 
urgency of repairs than state officials previously had. The report described the spillway and earth 
around it as saturated with water and made up of as little as 12 inches (304.8 millimeters) of 
concrete. Croyle's agency has since asked federal authorities to withhold from the public future 
reports by the expert panel. The state is citing a law that classifies major dams as critical 
infrastructure subject to possible terror attack, and that allows certain information about the dams 
to be withheld. "That first one shouldn't have been made public," Croyle told reporters. Instead, he
said, state water officials would share the experts' reports with Honea, the sheriff. A separate 
team of forensic experts charged with finding out the causes of February's crisis at the dam 
should make its first site visit next week, state water officials said. Croyle adds the damaged 
primary spillway, and the eroded channel it created, will be used at least once more—and 
possibly twice—this season A community meeting I planned April 27th from 6 to 8 p.m. at Butte 
County Fairgrounds in Gridley. The Associated Press and Vicki Gonzalez contributed to this 
report.

(Sometimes it seems like a marathon. Relicensing should take a back seat to fixing the spillway)
More delays for Oroville Dam relicensing; appointments needed from 
Trump
Work continues on the damaged spillway at Lake Oroville 
By Heather Hacking, Chico Enterprise-Record, 04/08/17, orovillemr.com 

Oroville, CA >> What’s new with the relicensing of Oroville Dam now that parts of the dam, mainly
the main spillway, look a lot different?  More waiting. Oroville and the Feather River Recreation 
and Park District expect to receive tens of millions of dollars over the next 30 to 50 years when 
the hydroelectric facilities receive a renewed license. Hundreds of millions of dollars in funding is 
also planned for areas around the dam, like wildlife areas, the state park and the Feather River 
Fish Hatchery. The money comes from water users who receive water from the lake, which is 
operated by the state Department of Water Resources. The original license was approved when 
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the dam was completed in the 1960s, and that
license expired in 2007. Since then, DWR has
operated the project with temporary permits from the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which is
responsible for licensing hydroelectric projects. Over
the past decades, since even before the license
expired, there have been negotiations and delays. In
early December, the agencies and local groups
involved in the negotiations believed they were near
the final step. That’s when a 400-page biological
opinion was finalized by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
 
If all had gone as planned, the final license renewal was expected this summer. Then in February,
the spillway began to crumble, people were evacuated and plans are now underway to fix the 
area where water flows from the dam to the Feather River. Congressman Doug LaMalfa’s staff 
person, Laura Page, said she met last month with the acting chair of FERC and asked what 
happens now. “She said she really didn’t have an answer,” Page said. “All of the effort has been 
directed toward the emergency and recovery center (for Lake Oroville).”

No vote possible
Another major missing piece of the puzzle is that the committee tasked with voting on the FERC 
relicensing only has two members. Normally there are five commissioners. There needs to be at 
least three for a vote to take place. In January, one of the commissioners announced his 
resignation after President Donald Trump took away his position as chair of the committee. No 
appointments have been made for replacements. Once those replacements are named, their 
confirmation is needed by the Senate. See related story at http://tinyurl.com/m4hzoo2. It could 
take months before new committee members are named and approved, but the process has not 
even begun. After so many years to reach this point, Oroville’s mayor said she isn’t interested in 
delaying the relicensing process any longer. Mayor Linda Dahlmeier said the impacts from the 
damaged spillway and the FERC relicensing are separate things. When Trump appoints new 
members of the FERC committee, the existing agreement for relicensing should move forward, 
Dahlmeier said. “I want to see a win-win for everyone,” Dahlmeier said. To her, that means 
funding for the relicensing should stay separate from repairs of damage because of the spillway 
crisis.

“Our parks are gone, bike trails are gone, boat ramps are closed,” she said. Roads have been 
mangled and businesses lost income, she continued. That all needs to be fixed. When it comes to
relicensing, that’s a different “pocket of money,” she said. “What’s best for my community? The 
best thing is to try to sit at a table with three to four decision-makers who you can talk honestly 
with and say, ‘This is a mess-up, but let’s move forward and have the best of everybody’s 
interests in mind,’” Dahlmeier said.  Ted Craddock of DWR said the process is “in FERC’s hands.”
Without a quorum on the FERC committee, it will be months until a final vote on relicensing is 
possible. After the damage to the spillway, many community leaders have asked for a federal 
hearing about what went wrong at the dam. Dave Steindorf, California stewardship director for 
American Whitewater, said there needs to be a good discussion about “what happened and why,”
as well as to factor in the full impacts to the community. “I still support the settlement (for groups 
to receive funding and for the relicensing to move forward),” Steindorf said, “but there’s no doubt 
it’s a different project (after the damage to the spillway), both in physical structure and the impacts
that need to be mitigated.” Butte County did not sign a settlement agreement for the FERC 
relicensing and has been in legal disputes with FERC for years. The county has argued that the 
project never adequately compensated the county for related costs of law enforcement, roads and
lost property taxes, among other costs. In January, the county’s attorney, Bruce Alpert, said he 
was watching the relicensing process to decide if renewed legal steps were options.  Supervisor 
Bill Connelly was not convinced six months ago that the FERC relicensing was nearly complete, 
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and he feels the same way now. “Every six months since we have been through negotiations 
(since 2007), they tell us it will be six months,” Connelly said.

(The public has a right to know.)
Jerry Brown’s administration blocks public review of Oroville Dam records
By Ryan Sabalow and Dale Kasler, sacbee.com, 4/12/17

Gov. Jerry Brown’s administration is using federal
security regulations written to thwart terrorism to
deny public access to records that experts say could
guide repairs to the Oroville Dam and provide insight
into what led to the near catastrophic failure of its
emergency spillway. The administration also is
blocking public review of records that would show
how Brown’s office handled the February crisis at
Oroville Dam that led to the two-day evacuation of
nearly 200,000 Northern Californians. Days after the
evacuation orders were lifted in February, The Sacramento Bee filed requests to the state under 
the California Public Records Act. In one request, the newspaper sought design specifications, 
federal inspection reports, technical documents, the results of rock sampling and other 
information. Outside engineers told The Bee such records would likely provide an accounting of 
what caused a gaping chasm to form in the dam’s main concrete spillway on Feb. 7 and the near 
collapse of the dam’s emergency spillway a few days later.

The Bee also sought internal communications and emails from Brown’s office. Those records 
could show how Brown and his top staff members were coordinating the ongoing crisis with each 
other, with outside agencies and with members of the public. The administration denied the 
request for technical information about the dam and provided a limited response to the request for
internal communications. Its secrecy has outraged state and federal lawmakers representing the 
people living below the dam, who frantically fled the area after officials warned of a “30-foot wall of
water” cascading down the Feather River when the dam’s emergency spillway nearly gave way 
on Feb. 12.  “This is very, very disturbing to me,” said Assemblyman James Gallagher, R-Yuba 
City. “We just want transparency. We want to know what happened up there and why this 
happened in the first place.” Oroville resident Beth Bello said the state owes it to residents to 
provide full disclosure of what happened. Bello’s cellphone video of concrete debris and water 
blasting off the crumbling spillway in February went viral during the crisis. She said Tuesday she 
is far more concerned about state officials’ inability to maintain their facilities than she was about 
terrorism. “The terrorist issue is irrelevant – completely irrelevant – to what happened to the 
spillway and the damage to it,” she said. “The structural integrity of it is much more of a threat 
than ever a terrorist, especially at this point in time.” In denying the request for information about 
the dam itself, Brown’s Department of Water Resources cited provisions in state and federal law 
that allow government officials to block certain records because of security concerns.  “There is 
going to be a level of security over certain types of information,” acting DWR Director Bill Croyle 
said last week.

As for the internal discussions at Brown’s office, state lawyers cited exemptions to the public 
records law that allow the Governor’s Office to hide from public review any records centered 
around attorney-client discussions, “the records of correspondence of or to the governor’s staff,” 
and records that would show how officials were coming to a decision. Brown’s office did provide 
The Bee a copy of 1,827 emails that didn’t fall under those exemptions, but they reveal next to 
nothing about how the state officials were discussing the crisis. Most of the emails consisted of 
electronic links to stories about Oroville in The Bee and other media outlets, copies of DWR news 
releases and memos summoning officials to the Governor’s Office or the State Operations Center
at Mather airport.  The Bee requested an interview from Brown or a senior member of his staff on 
Monday. Brown spokesman Evan Westrup said he would check but he did not “anticipate an 
interview will be doable.” DWR didn’t respond to a request for comment. The denials from Brown 
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and his staff came after The Bee used public records to reveal that a team of consultants 
overseeing repairs at Oroville harbored serious doubts that state officials could complete repairs 
in a single season. The records, filed by DWR with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in
March, also noted disturbing design flaws that could have caused the main spillway’s failure. 
Until that point, DWR officials had been saying they believed they could completely repair the 
spillway by Nov. 1, the start of the next rainy season. They also said they still didn’t know the 
likely reason for the spillway’s failure.

Croyle, the acting DWR director, later said the report “shouldn’t have been made public” and 
defended the decision to file subsequent reports with the federal agency under seal. Those 
include two more recent reports from the outside consultants, one of which was filed Tuesday, as 
well as a pair of reports last month on the spillway gates and “project safety compliance.”
DWR also defended the decision to keep under wraps the bid documents that have been 
circulated among the four contracting firms that are bidding to do the repair work. “Because these 
designs are sensitive, the contents of those bid documents have been considered critical 
electrical and energy infrastructure … so they’re not made public,” said Jeanne Kuttel, DWR’s 
chief engineer. Croyle said he has been consulting with Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea on 
keeping information under wraps. “We’re here to help with that balance between transparency 
and also security,” Honea said last week. “There are security issues associated with the design of
these structures. If they were to be made public or fell into the wrong hands, they could be used 
to create havoc or harm.”  Although the design plans are still being finalized, and no price tag has 
yet been established, Croyle said he hopes to have signed contracts by next Monday. The 
tentative plan calls for leaving in place the giant chasm that’s been carved out of the adjacent 
hillside by misdirected water flows since the main spillway fractured Feb. 7. The chasm would be 
used next winter as a kind of safety valve for handling excessive outflows of water over the 
partially repaired spillway.

Croyle said DWR also plans to partially line the adjacent emergency spillway with concrete. That 
structure currently consists of a concrete lip and an unlined hillside. The fracture of the main 
spillway led to a near disaster five days later, after Lake Oroville filled up and water flowed over 
the dam’s never-before-used emergency spillway. When it looked like the emergency spillway 
would falter because of severe erosion, unleashing a wall of water out of the dam, Honea ordered
the evacuations of 188,000 downstream residents. By no means are the Oroville documents the 
only records sealed under FERC’s “critical energy infrastructure information” regulations, or CEII. 
According to the commission, each year about 7,000 documents are filed under the CEII rules by 
pipeline operators, hydro-plant operators, electric utilities and others. DWR has to file the 
documents with FERC because the federal agency is in charge of the dam’s operating license.
Environmentalists and others have chafed under these rules, saying the regulations give dam 
operators and others too much leeway to keep documents sealed. “As a government entity, you 
shouldn’t be able to hide information when the information doesn’t have anything to do with critical
infrastructure,” said Rupak Thapaliya of an environmental group called Hydropower Reform 
Coalition.

The regulations date to the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, when FERC was 
concerned about terror groups obtaining information that could be used to undermine the nation’s 
energy infrastructure. The regulations were toughened last year in response to the Fixing 
America’s Surface Transportation Act, signed into law in 2015 by former President Barack 
Obama, which is designed to strengthen energy infrastructure security during emergencies.
“The Commission’s current Critical Energy Infrastructure Information process is designed to limit 
the distribution of sensitive infrastructure information to those individuals with a need to know in 
order to avoid having sensitive information fall into the hands of those who may use it to attack 
the Nation’s infrastructure,” FERC wrote in its update to the regulations last fall. Among other 
things, the revised regulations say FERC employees who make unauthorized disclosures of 
critical infrastructure documents could lose their jobs or face criminal prosecution. Members of the
public can sometimes be allowed to review the records if they sign a nondisclosure agreement – a
requirement that apparently also extends to members of Congress.
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U.S. Rep. Doug LaMalfa, R-Richvale, said he was told he’d need to sign one if he wanted to 
review the reports the state sent to federal regulators. “Keeping these documents sealed further 
undermines what’s left of the state’s credibility and does nothing to assure residents that the 
situation is being addressed responsibly,” LaMalfa said in a written statement. “As the 
Representative of the area in Congress, the concept of signing a nondisclosure agreement which 
could prevent me from alerting my constituents and neighbors to potential dangers is not just 
inappropriate, but offensive.” Wayne Dyok, former project manager of a major hydroelectric facility
in Alaska who now lives in Rocklin, said he understands the need to keep sensitive dams and 
other facilities safe, so he supports some secrecy on the government’s behalf. But he said 
officials can use their ability to block all records to avoid legitimate outside scrutiny. He said he 
believes the state and federal officials could redact some of the most sensitive information while 
also giving outsiders the ability to review documents that offer insights. “There’s a balance. That’s 
the bottom line,” Dyok said. “There needs to be a balance between what is disseminated and 
what is held.”

(Now they have a tool. Is it a sledge hammer?)  
Nature Conservancy Releases Results of Lake Champlain Basin Dam Study
APR. 4, 2017, BY PRESS RELEASE, News Release — The Nature Conservancy, vtdigger.org

Montpelier, VT, April 4, 2017—The Nature Conservancy has published the results of its Dam 
Screening Tool for the Lake Champlain Basin. The Dam Screening Tool assessed four-hundred 
dams and categorized them into five tiers based on the significance of their ecological impacts on 
Vermont’s waterways, such as blocked fish passage and fragmentation of river ecosystems.
The Vermont Dam Screening Tool was designed to assist watershed managers and aquatic 
biologists in their efforts to strategically reconnect fragmented aquatic habitats. The Peterson 
Dam in Milton and the Swanton Dam in Swanton were identified as having the greatest impacts 
on Vermont’s waterways and therefore, received the highest ranking of all 400 dams assessed.
Both the Peterson and Swanton dam block fish species such as landlocked Atlantic salmon and 
endangered lake sturgeon that are the focus of considerable state and federal recovery efforts. 
Several other lake-dwelling fish that spawn in rivers would also benefit from the removal of these 
dams.

This project allows community stakeholders and water resource managers to have accurate, 
science-based, ecological impact data, to best inform any dialogue about the cost benefits of dam
infrastructure on our waterways. “We have over 1,000 dams in Vermont. While many of these 
dams no longer serve a useful purpose for people and communities, each dam needs to be 
assessed on its merits for benefits as well as impacts. This science will allow us to have honest 
conversations about the value of these structures in our waterways and the benefits of removal 
such as reconnected waterways for recreation and thriving fish populations,” said Heather 
Furman, state director of The Nature Conservancy. The results of the Dam Screening Tool can be
found on www.nature.org/vtdams in the form of a spreadsheet and web-based map. Field work 
and direct knowledge of the landscape are needed for final verification and cost benefit analysis. 
The Dam Screening Tool and its results were completed with funding from the Lintilhac 
Foundation, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Vermont Natural Resources Council. The 
work was informed by an advisory committee, which includes representatives from our funding 
partners as well as the following organizations: Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife and the 
Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation.

(Doing their job on flood control.)
Northern Utah dams in 'flood control' mode to take on snowmelt
By Amy Joi O'Donoghue, April 6, 2017, deseretnews.com 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah — Multiple dams in northern Utah are operating in a flood control mode 
as managers of water systems are engaged in a juggling act to release enough water to make 
room for snowmelt but not too much so downstream communities don't flood. "There is still 180 
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percent (of normal) snowpack in Monte Cristo area and, accordingly, we have been releasing 
water out of Pineview Dam," said Tage Flint, general manager of the Weber Basin Water 
Conservancy District. Flint said 40,000 acre-feet of water has been released so far from the dam 
into the Ogden River, pushing it just within reach of flood stage. At East Canyon Dam, fed by a 
huge watershed, Flint said he expects the dam to spill at some point during the spring runoff — 
which hasn't happened in years. "That is one of the most difficult reservoirs in our system to fill. 
That all has to do with the size of the watershed above because it practically drains all the Park 
City ski resort area," he said. Flint said it takes an
above average snow year to fill the reservoir.
"We have been holding it somewhat level so there is
room in it, and it can take on the big surge when the
runoff starts in earnest," he said. The latest
snowpack and climate report released Wednesday
by the Natural Resources Conservation Service
details the staggering numbers associated with this
year's snowpack.
 
In March alone, for example, the Bear River inflows

were 120,000
acre-feet. Compare that with entire spring runoff flows in 
drought years at numbers such as 18,000 acre-feet, 
22,000 acre-feet or 10,000 acre-feet. An acre-foot of 
water is enough water to cover an acre of land, or about a
football field, with 1 foot of water. While last Saturday 
marked the end of the snowpack accumulation season, 
hydrologists are all too aware that Mother Nature doesn't 
always follow the calendar. The National Weather Service
in Salt Lake City is predicting this weekend's wet storm to 
come with possible significant accumulation of snow in the
mountains. Snowpack, meanwhile, remains at above-
average levels, with the Bear River Basin at 168 percent 
of normal, the Weber-Ogden River Basin at 145 percent, 
Provo-Jordan at 137 percent and Tooele at 133 percent. 
That means a lot of water is left to come in areas across 
northern Utah, including Box Elder and Cache counties, 
which already sustained damages of $6.7 million to public 
infrastructure from February flooding and received a 
disaster declaration from Gov. Gary Herbert last week. 
The snowpack report warns that the worst scenario that 
could play out is a cold, wet spring that suddenly warms 

up, with above-average temperatures that bring the snowpack down in a rush. "We know the 
flows are going to be high in every stream," Flint said. "Everything that is above a dam and cannot
be controlled" is at risk of flooding. The good news is Cache and Box Elder counties have had a 
chance to dry out over the past month, leading to conditions that somewhat alleviate flooding and 
mudslide potential. The warm stretch of weather in March also helped bring down lower elevation 
snowpack.

(That’s a lot of dams.)
New York state has 7,000 dams: See which
are near you and what shape they're in
By Glenn Coin | April 06, 2017, .newyorkupstate.com

 Syracuse, N.Y. -- New York state has more than 7,000
dams that range from 1 foot to 213 feet high. They're
used for irrigation, drinking water, flood control,
hydropower and other uses. The average age for a dam
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is 69 years, according to the American Society of Civil Engineers.  Of those dams, 400 are 
considered "high hazard," which means people downstream could die if the dam bursts.  The 
dams are regulated by the state Department of Environmental Conservation. The civil engineers 
group gives the state a C-minus rating on taking care of its dams. While all but a handful of the 
high hazard dams have emergency plans in place, the state needs to spend $152 million to repair
dams considered high or intermediate hazards. The emergency plans tell nearby residents and 
public officials how to respond to the threat of a dam failure, said Mark Ogden, a technical 
specialist with the Association of State Dam Safety Officials. "My general feeling is that New York 
has a pretty good program," Ogden said. "They have a significant number of staff and good 
resources for their programs."

The dam safety group compiles reports on each state. The state also rates the condition of each 
dam. No dams are listed under the worst rating: unsafe. Six dams in New York state are listed as 
"deficiently maintained," which means they have physical or operational deficiencies that need to 
be corrected. Two dams in New York are listed as both a high hazard and deficiently maintained. 
Both are in Orange County - one on Lake Tiorati Brook and one on the Ramapo River, records 
show.  There are three levels of "unsound" ratings, which means they have deficiencies of such a 
nature that the safety of the dam cannot be assured. Use the search below to check the hazard 
level and safety condition of each dam. Click on the name of the dam to find more information 
about each dam's purpose, the type of construction and owner. With flood watches in effect 
across the entire state, and 2 inches or more of rain expected to fall this week, dam owners are 
watching their dams carefully. The New York Power authority has already increased the flow from
Hinckley Reservoir, in Herkimer County, by 3,100 cubic feet per second to increase flood storage.
Here’s the full website if you want to do a search: 
http://www.newyorkupstate.com/news/2017/04/new_york_state_dam_safety_flooding_engineerin
g_infrastructure.html

(Want a dam free? Sounds like a bad investment.)
Current Owner Offering Up Forest City Dam at No Cost
APR 7, 2017, by BRIAN SULLIVAN, wabi.tv

 Officials with Woodland Pulp feel they need to clear
things up about their plans for the Forest City Dam at
the mouth of East Grand Lake. They say a new license
issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
limited local control the company had come to rely on.
The company says rising operating costs left it
operating at a loss.
Woodland says the last remaining option is to turn over
ownership of the dam and i’s water rights to any
interested party at no cost. “We’re very willing and very interested in transferring the asset to a 
new owner to preserve everything up on the other side of the dam and preserve East Grand Lake 
in all of its beauty and glory as we know it” said Scott Beal, Woodland Pulp’s Environmental 
Manager. They feel this is the best option for people who use the body of water. He says they 
have had some discussions with interested parties, but those are still very early in the process.

(Dam removal marches on.)
Flint River Restoration Project will remove
dams, boost recreation by 2018
By Tom Henderson, April 09, 2017, crainsdetroit.com
 
It's been a cliché of journalism teachers for years: dog bites
man isn't news. Man bites dog is.
The end of the Hamilton Dam, MI is the ultimate man bites
dog story — a story about the Flint River that is all good
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news. It isn't the dog-bites-man story long associated with the river of the leaching of lead, of 
corrosive water, of scandal, of indictments and of state control gone horribly wrong. It will be the 
man-bites-dog Flint River story of kayakers and tubers floating downstream as what is actually a 
relatively clean body of water meanders to the Saginaw Bay, of fishermen and women casting 
their lines for fish, of students at the nearby University of Michigan-Flint catching some sun on the
grassy banks on a spring day as they kill time between classes. The Flint Riverfront Restoration 
Project is a $37 million effort to replace a crumbling, long-dangerous dam and surround it with 80 
acres of parks, people-friendly access to the water and three miles of hiking and biking trails 
along a 1.5-mile stretch of river. The latest funding approval for the project occurred on March 10, 
when the Department of Natural Resources' Grant Management Program approved a $3 million 
grant.

The project has had broad support from other nonprofit and government funding sources, 
including $7.6 million from the Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund; $5 million from the Flint-
based C.S. Mott Foundation; $5 million from the U.S. Department of Transportation; $4.3 million 
from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources; $3.5 million from the state's Department of 
Environmental Quality; and $1.4 million from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Consumers Energy is also doing some remediation on land it used to own along the river that is 
now part of the UM-Flint campus. The 200-foot-wide Hamilton Dam is in the middle of UM-Flint's 
campus, on the north edge of downtown. Built in 1920, it once also served as a pedestrian bridge,
but pedestrians have been blocked by a locked gate for years because of the bridge's 
deterioration. The dam has long been rated as unsatisfactory by state inspectors, the lowest 
ranking given. It is also classified as a high-hazard dam, meaning there's a chance of fatalities 
and significant impact on infrastructure downriver, including destruction to buildings downtown 
and widespread flooding in the city, if the dam were to fail.
 
In 2008, the state ordered that the river be lowered to reduce the stress on the dam. According to 
Amy McMillan, director of the Genesee County Parks and Recreation Commission, talk of 
demolishing the dam had gone on for years but languished for lack of funding. "One of the most 
important parts of the story of how the project was essentially revived by the Flint River Corridor 
Alliance and the Flint River Watershed Coalition in 2015 was when they were awarded the grant 
from the Hagerman Foundation to initiate the preliminary engineering and design for the project," 
she said. Momentum gathered quickly after that $200,000 grant. The restoration project will also 
take down a small dam called the Fabri Dam just downriver from the Hamilton that was built in 
1979, remove walls along the river bank near the Hamilton and, to make the river more 
kayakable, lower some falls upriver that were exposed when the river was lowered to reduce 
pressure on the Hamilton Dam. The two dams are the last on the way to Saginaw Bay. McMillan 
said the project is in the final stages of design and the permitting process to get the dam removed
is underway. She said plans are to have the dam removed by November and for the entire project
to be done by the end of 2018. The dams' removal is expected to have a significant beneficial 
effect on fish populations, according to DNR fisheries managers, particularly on fish that live in 
lakes but swim upriver to spawn, including walleye but also lake sturgeon and white suckers.
Their removal will also benefit fish that live exclusively in the river, including smallmouth bass and 
rock bass.

(Making sure it’s safe and if it isn’t – what to do.)
Officials take measures to ensure safety of
dam at Lake Como 
By PERRY BACKUS, Apr 9, 2017, missoulian.com

LAKE COMO, MT — The scenario was what nightmares
are made of for John Crowley. The reservoir at Lake
Como was full to the brim and water was already spilling
over the concrete spillway. There was rain coming down
on heavy snowpack and the water gushing out of the
mountain was roaring down the tributaries. And if that
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wasn’t enough to make the man charged with the operation of the earthen dam shake in his 
shoes, Bureau of Reclamation officials tossed in an earthquake for good measure. Suddenly, 
there was seepage coming through the dam and the county’s emergency management team was 
being tested to see how quickly it could respond. “We like to go a little Hollywood during these 
tests,” said Suzanne Marinelli, the Bureau of Reclamation’s emergency management program 
coordinator for the Pacific Northwest Region. “I felt a little guilty packing all of this into one 
exercise … they all performed wonderfully.” After the recent near failure of the earthen dam at 
Oroville, California, some folks in the Bitterroot Valley had questioned the community’s ability to 
respond to a sudden break in one the two larger earthen dams in Ravalli County.

This past week, Bureau of Reclamation officials put those responsible for addressing a potential 
breach at Lake Como through their paces in a fast-paced exercise that offered opportunities to 
review disaster procedures associated with the dam. “I was pretty much mentally exhausted when
it was over,” Crowley said. “Any time we have this type of emergency planning exercise, it helps 
us to prepare. We always learn from it.” The original earthen dam that creates Lake Como 
between Hamilton and Darby was built between 1906 and 1909. The water stored in the reservoir 
irrigates farms and ranches along a 72-mile ditch that winds its way along the east side of the 
valley. The dam is owned and operated by the Bitterroot Irrigation District. The Bureau of 
Reclamation serves as the agency overseeing safety measures at the dam. Last Friday, Crowley 
led a small group of interested federal, state and local officials on a tour of the monitoring sites the
irrigation district uses to ensure the stability of the structure. Dallas and Ginny Erickson of 
Stevensville accompanied the group. The Ericksons have expressed concerns about the lack of 
an early warning system at the dam. A breach would have devastating consequences for 
downstream communities, especially Hamilton.

In the early 1990s, safety modifications costing $1.8 million were added to the structure. They 
included building a new concrete spillway and adding thousands of yards of fill material to shore 
up the toe of the dam. The funding also paid for adding five large monitoring wells that are big 
enough for dam operators to climb down about 50 feet to measure and visually observe the 
ground water that runs below the dam. Irrigation users will eventually be responsible for paying for
the improvements and measuring devices. Crowley said the monitoring wells are important 
because they would provide the first clues that something irregular was happening within the 
earthen structure. That warning would show up as turbidity in the water, which Crowley said 
would result in immediate action in isolate the problem. “As a dam operator, any time you start 
seeing muddy water, the hairs stand up on the back of your neck,” Crowley said. Fortunately, so 
far, turbid water has not been an issue in any of the monitoring wells.

(That’s for sure, but it can happen again. Only trouble is that politicians don’t think so.)
INFRASTRUCTURE
Deluge overwhelmed dams, exposed lax state oversight 
By Jeremy P. Jacobs, E&E News reporter, April 10, 2017, eenews.net 

COLUMBIA, S.C. — A biblical torrent here in October 2015 destroyed 51 dams, flooded hundreds
of homes and businesses and led to more than 15 deaths. Officials say the disaster is a 
cautionary tale for a patchwork of weak, underfunded state dam oversight agencies across the 
country.

Hydro: 
(The POTUS likes hydropower.)
Trump: Hydropower is 'great'
By John Siciliano • 4/4/17, washingtonexaminer.com
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President Trump suggested Tuesday that he may be looking to relax regulations to spur a 
resurgence in renewable energy from hydropower dams. "They don't even talk about dams 
anymore," Trump said during an industry roundtable at the White House. "You know hydropower 
is a great, great form of power," but "we don't even talk about it because the permits are virtually 
impossible." He used the roundtable to talk about federal over-regulation that is burdening 
development from building construction to developing new energy resources. It also marked one 
of the first times that Trump discussed a form of renewable energy in a positive light. He has been
critical of wind and solar energy

Hydropower is one of the only forms of renewable energy that can provide electricity around the 
clock, whereas solar and wind are far more intermittent. In recent months, however, wind has 
displaced hydropower as the lead source of renewable energy in the country. Trump said 
hydropower is one of the "best" forms of power, but "we've come to a halt" in developing it. He 
said he wants to cut the amount of time it takes to get a permit for any number of projects from 10
years to one year.

(The environmental movement doesn’t want it to happen.)
Making American Hydropower Great Again
By Bob Gallo | April 10, 2017, morningconsult.com 

In recent remarks to an industry roundtable, President Donald Trump said, “You know, 
hydropower is a great, great form of power. But we don’t even talk about it anymore because the 
permits are virtually impossible. [Hydropower] is one of the best things you can do, but we don’t 
even talk about it anymore.” For those who work in the original renewable energy industry, the 
president’s praise was a welcome acknowledgment of the biggest challenge we face moving 
forward. Yes, hydropower is indeed great, but regulatory and investment hurdles prevent it from 
becoming even greater. Fortunately for President Trump, Congress has started to clear a path for 
increased hydropower development. Hydropower licensing reform was a key component of the 
Energy Policy Modernization Act of 2016, a comprehensive and bipartisan bill that sought to 
strengthen research and development and increase efficiencies and production across virtually all
energy sectors. For hydropower, the legislation addressed an acute need to reduce unnecessary 
licensing delays that can drive up the cost of projects and the price consumers pay for electricity. 
Most importantly, it designated the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission as the lead agency in 
the licensing process, with authority to set firm schedules. The lack of timelines is one of the 
primary reasons hydropower licensing can last 10 years or more — even longer than the process 
for nuclear energy.

Despite bipartisan support in both the House and the Senate, Congress did not finish its work on 
the Energy Policy Modernization Act before adjourning in December. President Trump can make 
hydropower even greater by including hydropower investment and licensing reform in his 
infrastructure plan. Hydropower and its associated infrastructure are prime targets for investment. 
Though the average American likely views hydropower through the lens of the iconic western 
dams built in the early and mid-20th Century, its future lies in the approximately 80,000 dams 
across all parts of the country that do not produce electricity and upgrading the mere 3 percent 
that currently generate power. These dams — both powered and non-powered — represent 
tremendous untapped energy potential, and many are already in need of important upgrades to 
ensure they can generate clean and reliable hydropower well into the future. Dams of all types, 
which are on average 56 years old, were given a D grade in the American Society of Civil 
Engineers’ 2017 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure. For those that already produce power, 
the long operating life of their equipment means these facilities are falling behind on modern 
technological standards that increase electric generation and environmental performance. 
Investments in resources and manpower in hydropower projects would provide substantial 
benefits in the form of increased energy output and efficiency, new job creation, and improved 
environmental sustainability. The fact that the federal government operates 50 percent of the 
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nation’s generating capacity means these investments are both a responsibility and a clear 
opportunity.

Make no mistake: The state of our hydropower fleet is a short-term and long-term challenge. 
Nearly 15 percent of our currently-installed hydropower capacity will be up for relicensing in the 
next decade and a half. Facing the time and expense of a burdensome relicensing process, some
hydroelectric facility owners have already opted to abandon their existing projects. The focus on 
hydropower must increase to preserve this critical infrastructure and provide needed additional 
power to a nation hungry for clean energy. Indeed, the Department of Energy’s Hydropower 
Vision Report estimates that domestic hydropower generation can increase by 50 percent by 
2050, but that won’t happen if we only maintain the status quo. Increased hydropower production 
also has a very important side benefit: jobs. There are currently 300,000 people working in the 
hydropower industry across the U.S., and many of these jobs are both highly skilled and pay well. 
The hydropower supply chain includes 2,500 businesses that touch all corners of the country.
With an increase in new orders resulting from additional investment in and regulatory streamlining
of hydropower, Pennsylvania’s Voith Hydro could add many new field operations, engineering, 
and manufacturing jobs to our current 680-strong nationwide workforce. These are the jobs that 
provide the massive turbines, generators, and other equipment relied upon to bring clean, 
affordable, and reliable energy to millions of Americans. But these energy, infrastructure, and jobs
goals will not be realized without meaningful investment in hydropower coupled with robust 
licensing reform. President Trump’s analysis of hydropower was spot-on, and we encourage him 
to work closely with members of Congress from both parties, as well as industry stakeholders, to 
ensure hydropower is a prominent piece of any infrastructure plan. Improving and increasing our 
hydropower infrastructure will go a long way in making both hydropower and America great again.
Bob Gallo is president and CEO of York, Pa.-based Voith Hydro, Inc.

(Hydropower is the key to cheaper energy, but Federal law prevents it.)
Idaho Power balances water supply and energy costs
By Marissa Morrison, Apr 5, 2017, kivitv.com

BOISE, ID - There's plenty of water rushing over
Idaho Power's hydroelectric dams, but that doesn't
necessarily mean customers will see a reduction on
power bills this year. "It depends on the time of year,
but many times of the year we can supply as much
as 40 percent of the power that we need through
hydroelectricity," Ben Brandt, Director of Load
Serving Operations at Idaho Power, said. Idaho
Power reports snowpack drainages that feed the
Snake River above Hells Canyon remain more than
125 percent above the 30 year average.  "The more water we have, that's fuel for our hydro 
units... that's our cheapest resource on the grid," Brandt said. "That can potentially lower [energy] 
prices if the water comes out of the mountains at the right time."

Though all the water could help lower the cost of energy, don't expect a big drop on your power 
bills. Due to PURPA, or the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, Idaho Power must buy 
renewables like solar and wind power, even with plenty of hydropower at the ready.  "That energy 
comes at a very premium price," Brandt said. "It's our highest priced resource, and we have to 
purchase it. Not only do we have to purchase that energy, but we have to make room for it in our 
service area by reducing our hydro output." It's a delicate balance, but Idaho Power says they're 
doing their best to keep energy prices low.  "We take the mix of resources we have, whether 
they're hydro, thermal, renewable resources... and then we match that up with what your load is 
and then we do our best...  to supply that load with the lowest cost energy available," Brandt said.

(Whoops, must’ve been a weak tunnel!)
Federal, state inspectors to examine collapsed tunnel in Hinsdale dam
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By Ethan DeWitt Sentinel Staff, April 5, 2017, sentinelsource.com
 
HINSDALE, NH — Federal and state inspectors plan to
carry out an inspection today on a dam on the Ashuelot
River after its right intake tunnel collapsed Sunday. The
dam, in downtown Hinsdale, has shut down both of its water
intake tunnels and is thus no longer generating
hydroelectric power, according to Cameron MacLeod,
owner and president of Fiske Hydro Inc., which operates the
dam.

Instead of passing through the dam’s tunnel and
powerhouse system, water is now flowing over the top of
the dam, MacLeod said this morning, adding that the change is a normal operation that the dam is
equipped for. The shutdown will not affect the water flow of the river and poses no danger to the 
public, he added. The dam’s intake system will remain shut down until the tunnel is fixed, 
MacLeod said. An engineer from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, whose nearest 
regional office is in New York City, is set to arrive in Hinsdale to inspect the dam this morning, 
according to Celeste Miller, spokeswoman for the commission. At least one official from the N.H. 
Department of Environmental Services is also set to carry out an inspection, said James Martin, a
department spokesman. The federal commission is involved because it regulates hydroelectric 
dams, Martin said. The department was not immediately available for comment this morning.
MacLeod said that the tunnel, which is 25 feet wide and 50 feet long, appeared to collapse due to 
the weight of a crane sitting on the dam. He said the crane has been there for years without 
problems, but that a spate of heavy rain may have added pressure. When the right tunnel caved, 
the computerized system running the dam shut down both intake tunnels with large steel gates, 
MacLeod explained, adding that the system behaved as it’s programmed to. According to 
MacLeod, the dam was inspected Sunday by the Hinsdale Fire Department, which determined 
that the tunnel’s collapse poses no danger and that the crane will not create pollution.
After inspecting the dam, the departments will determine the scope of the damage and decide 
what steps should be taken next, Miller said.

(Always be vigilant.)
The dams are all right, but officials keeping an eye on them
By Enrique Pérez de la Rosa, WNPA Olympia Bureau, dispatchnews.com, April 10, 2017 
 
After the Oroville Dam crisis in California in
February last month forced nearly 200,000 people
to evacuate their California homes,
Washingtonians may wonder if the dams that
surround them are in danger of failing. The good
news is that dams such as Alder Dam and La
Grande Dam in south Pierce County are
structurally sound. The bad news is that a major
earthquake could change that. Dams in all 39
Washington counties are regulated and inspected
either by the state Department of Ecology or by
federal dam safety engineers.  In January 2009, a
leak at the Howard A. Hanson Dam on the Green
River threatened the downstream communities of
Kent, Auburn, Tukwila and Renton. At that time,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which is responsible for the dam's inspection and 
maintenance, didn't believe the structure was failing. Although danger to residents in the Green 
River Valley increased, there were no evacuations.
While the circumstances that led up to California's Oroville Dam crisis were unique, the likelihood 
of dam failures in the United States is very high, said Mark Ogden, technical specialist at the 
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Association of State Dam Safety Officials in Lexington, Kentucky. Dams in the U.S. fail every 
year, though not as dramatically as Oroville, he stated. Heavy rain that followed a long California 
drought raised the water in the Oroville Dam's reservoir to dangerous levels, and dam operators 
were forced to release water into the Feather River through damaged spillways. Repairs on the 
Oroville Dam have already begun, but the crisis prompted officials across the country to review 
the risks of dam failure and evacuation plans.

“Maybe that's the type of situation that will be more common with climate change,” Ogden said. 
Dam engineers need to know how much water intake to expect every year, Ogden said. Using 
rainfall data collected over decades, engineers can build a dam to withstand the highest probable 
flood. Changes in the climate, such as the amount of water from snowmelt to rainfall, could make 
designs inadequate in the future. Snowmelt runoff is slow, steady and predictable, while intake 
from rainfall is sudden and quick, Ogden explained. “You have a much higher peak flow, so you 
need to be able to design for that, plan for that,” Ogden
said.

Guy Hoyle Dodson, a dam safety engineer at the
Washington Department of Ecology (DOE), said proper
design is the first line of defense, and protecting the
public from disasters is a priority for the state.
“Safety is our major concern,” Hoyle Dodson said.
“We've been extremely successful in preventing
catastrophic dam breaches.” Of the 1,189 dams in
Washington, 1,055 are regulated by the DOE, while
another 15 fall under U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
jurisdiction. There are 134 dams exempt from DOE
control. About 10 to 15 new dams are constructed every
year, according to DOE.  Most dams in the state were
built after 1950, but the oldest dam in operation –
Chelan County's Clear Lake Dam on the Chelan River –
was built in 1888.  All 39 counties in the state have at
least one dam. There are 56 in Pierce County, the fifth-
highest number among counties statewide. King County
has 126, the most. Dams in the state receive a
downstream hazard classification, a rating used to
describe the potential loss of human life or property
damage if a particular dam were to fail. About 37 percent
of the dams under DOE jurisdiction are located above
populated areas and are therefore classified as having
high or significant downstream hazards.  

Some of the highest-risk ratings belong to the two major
dams in south Pierce County. According to a report
published in 2011 by DOE on all dams in Washington,
Alder Dam is 1A (more than 300 lives at risk), while La
Grande Dam is 1B (from 31 to 100 lives). Any risk of
seven lives or more is considered high risk by DOE.
Alder Dam, operated by Tacoma Public Utilities (TPU),
was built in 1945 on the Nisqually River for $14 million. It
stands 330 feet high, is 1,600 feet long, and can back up
241,000-plus surface acres of water in the form of Alder
Lake, which is seven miles long. The concrete single-
arch construction has hydroelectricity facilities that
generate 228 million kilowatt-hours per year, serving the
equivalent of 16,000 homes. La Grande Dam is also on the Nisqually River (two miles downriver 
from Alder Dam) and operated by TPU. Built from concrete in 1945, it's 217 feet high, can store 
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Lives lost, property damaged in ‘notable’ dam 
failures 
There have been 18 “notable” dam incidents in 
Washington since 1918, according to the state 
Department of Ecology (DOE). One occurred in 
Pierce County. That one, dubbed the Olufson 
Dam incident, happened on Dec. 11, 1996 near 
Gig Harbor. A sinkhole was discovered leaching 
embankment soil downstream. The discovery 
was made at an unattended reservoir by 
neighbors walking the streambed. DOE 
concluded that the discovery and quick reaction 
by Pierce County crews prevented a major failure
that could have affected life and property 
downstream.
Among the other notable incidents statewide, two 
claimed lives:
• In February 1932, the village of Eastwick near 
North Bend in King County was destroyed and 
seven people died when a slide blocked a 
railroad-fill culvert and water backed up into the 
village.
• A surge in water flow at Mud Mountain Dam on 
the White River near Auburn killed two children 
playing downstream in July 1976.
Other dam-related incidents that, according to 
DOE, were serious but didn't involve fatalities 
include:.
• On Oct. 5, 1991, water reservoirs on a steep hill 
above Centralia failed with no warning, 
immediately dumping more than three million 
gallons of water onto the town. Continued 
leakage added another five million gallons. 
Damage estimates reached over $3 million. No 
lives were lost. An entire neighborhood was 
flooded with water and silt.
• On Jan. 25, 1993, a dam holding back 
wastewater at a beef processing plant in Walla 
Walla County failed when snowmelt added to a 
high pond level and water overflowed, eventually 
taking out a railroad facility. Total damage and 
related costs were estimated at $5 million to 
locomotives and rail line and for an environmental
cleanup. There was no spillway at the dam to 
handle overflow. Additionally, the earthen dam 
was riddled with animal burrows, which 
contributed to the failure when water began to top
the dam.
— WNPA Olympia News Bureau
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3,015 surface acres of water, and generates enough electricity for about 25,000 homes each 
year.

Inspections are vital because repairing a dam is not a simple operation, Tacoma Power (TPU) 
generation manager Pat McCarty stated.  “It's not like fixing potholes in the road,” McCarty said. 
“When you overtop dams, good things do not happen.” Tacoma Power has proposed recently to 
draw down the level of Riffe Lake at the Mossyrock Dam on the Cowlitz River in Lewis County by 
30 feet each summer. The proposal came in response to updated seismic data that indicated the 
dam's spillway piers might be at risk of failure in a large earthquake.  In a public meeting March 3 
at Mossyrock regarding the proposal, McCarty noted that a highly unlikely “intraslab” earthquake 
of magnitude 7.5 or greater in the vicinity of the Mossyrock Dam would create serious issues.
“But it's all in the name of public safety,” McCarty added, referring to the information at hand being
available to the public. DOE engineers perform inspections on each high-hazard dam every five 
years. This includes a detailed inspection of critical features like spillways, as well as an 
engineering analysis of the dam under extreme flood and earthquake load, Hoyle Dodson stated. 
During inspections, engineers look for deficiencies such as cracking in the concrete, sloping, and 
even animal burrows. Low-hazard dams are inspected every 10 years by DOE engineers. Eighty 
inspections are planned this year, as well as some minor maintenance work, Hoyle Dodson said.
DOE also requires the owners of high hazard dams, like Tacoma Power and Seattle City Light, to 
perform their own inspections annually and to file an inspection form with the Department of 
Ecology's Dam Safety Office. Residents who live downstream from a dam should be aware of 
emergency evacuation plans and emergency alert systems in their counties, Hoyle Dodson 
added. “Be aware if you live below a dam,” he said. “Be prepared to leave if there is a problem.”

(More studies I don’t know the worth of. Imagine, they get paid for this stuff.)
STUDY SHOWS HYDROPOWER’S SURPRISING DOWNSIDES
Mar 01, 2017, cee.illinois.edu 

The sensitivity of hydropower generation to irrigation (percentage change of mean 
hydropower generation corresponding to one standard deviation change of irrigation 
water use in each FPU). Positive/negative numbers mean hydropower increases/decrease 
irrigation water availability to a certain percentage.

Hydropower has enormous importance in the world of clean energy policy. In 2015, electricity 
generated by hydropower accounted for more than 85 percent of global renewable electricity 
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The sensitivity of hydropower generation to precipitation (percentage change of mean hydropower generation 
corresponding to one standard deviation change of precipitation in each FPU). Positive/negative numbers mean 
increasing precipitation increases/decreases hydropower generation to a certain percentage.
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generation. Irrigation has similar global importance: while the sector accounts for only 28 percent 
of global harvested area, irrigated agriculture produces 40 percent of our food. The two goals 
often come into direct competition, however, according to a groundbreaking paper based on a 
collaborative project between the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Illinois) and the 
International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), an organization which seeks sustainable 
solutions for ending hunger and poverty, under the CGIAR Research Program on Water, Land 
and Ecosystems. “While it sounds sensible that hydropower development supports irrigation 
through timely availability of irrigation supplies,” explained Claudia Ringler at IFPRI, “we found 
that 54 percent of global installed hydropower capacity – an amount totaling 507 Gigawatts (GW) 
– directly competes with irrigation, meaning that increased hydro-electricity production might 
reduce food security.” Such competition exists in the Central United States, northern Europe, 
India, Central Asia and Oceania. But this isn’t always the case. The authors also found that 8 
percent of global installed hydropower capacity – around 79 GW – actually strengthens irrigation, 
particularly in the Yellow and Yangtze River Basins of China, the East and West Coasts of the 
United States and most river basins of Southeast Asia, Canada and Russia. No significant 
relationship was found for the rest of the world.
 
Ximing Cai, professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Illinois and PhD student Ruijie 
Zeng note that these relationships are particularly important under a changing climate.
“Regions, such as parts of Canada, Russia and Northern China whose hydropower-irrigation 
relationship would benefit from climate change, could start to expand cross-border energy trade 
or develop regional power pools with those regions or countries where decreased precipitation or 
higher potential evaporation reduces hydroelectricity generation,” said Zeng. “This study should 
serve as a wake-up call for regions vulnerable to future climatic changes. They need to find 
solutions, such as increased food or energy trade from other regions that successfully balance the
need for increased irrigation with more carbon-free energy,” Cai added.

(Bet those old planks would make nice furniture or a mantle.)
Century-old original redwood penstocks to be replaced for $699K 
Upgrade necessary for federal compliance to operate Spearfish hydroelectric plant
By Kaija Swisher Black Hills Pioneer | bhpioneer.com, April 6, 2017

SPEARFISH, SD — To maintain compliance with
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) in operating the city’s hydroelectric plant,
the Spearfish City Council Monday awarded the
qualified low bid of $699,534.23 to RCS
Construction to replace two deteriorated redwood
stave penstocks with a single 1,200-foot-long, 48-
inch diameter high-density polyethylene pipe.
Public Works Administrator Cheryl Johnson said
that the project came up through FERC inspections
and that the section to be replaced is between the
forebay area and standpipes. The hydroelectric
plant off of Canyon Street near the Spearfish City Campground was built in 1910 to provide power
to the Homestake Mine, and when it was constructed, water was diverted at the Maurice intake 
located in Spearfish Canyon, and from there, flows into pipes that deliver it approximately 4.5 
miles to the plant, where it turns twin turbines. The water then exits the plant and flows through 
Spearfish and onto its confluence with the Redwater River north of town. “This is one of our major
projects that’s going to happen this summer. This replaces a hundred-year-old-plus piece of 
redwood stave pipe,” Johnson said. “Our engineer’s estimate came in a little over a million dollars,
so we’re very happy to see our bids come in much lower than that.” The city budgeted $1.2 million
for the project in electric production/hydro enterprise funds, and the project elicited six bids, with 
RCS the qualified low bidder. Johnson explained because the pipe is heat-welded together, the 
project requires special equipment and training, so there were very tight specifications required, 
and the bids were reviewed by the design engineers. “We have a very long lead time on the 
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production of this pipe,” Johnson added, describing that the pipe is not stocked on a shelf ready to
go, so it is 14-16 weeks out for delivery time, with the installation of the pipe occurring in the late 
fall. Crews would complete excavation work to have the trench ready to go and would assemble 
the pipe alongside the old penstocks, which would remain in operation until the new line is ready 
to tie-in.

“A lot of coordination goes into the project with DENR (Department of Environment and Natural 
Resource), Game, Fish, and Parks, and working with how we divert the flow away from the 
tunnel, so I think we’re all prepared to go,” Johnson said of the eventual tie-in of the new pipe.
Councilman Marty Clark made a motion to award the bid, which was seconded by Councilman 
Larry Klarenbeek and approved by all. Council President Dan Hodgs presided over the meeting in
Mayor Dana Boke’s absence. The project site is on a city-owned parcel that is accessible through 
the Mountain Plains subdivision, so there would be some transport of material and equipment 
through the subdivision, and the city has coordinated with the homeowners’ association for this. 
The project has an anticipated completion date of the end of November. The city of Spearfish 
bought the hydroelectric plant in 2004 for $250,000 and received a FERC permit in 2011 that 
allows the city to operate the plant and enter into purchase agreements with utility companies. In 
2005, the revenue from the plant totaled $258,635, and after renewing a contract with Black Hills 
Power in 2014, the revenue has more than tripled since then: According to the city’s 2016 Annual 
Department Operations Report, the revenue from the hydroelectric plant was $788,468 last year.

(Someday maybe this thing will get going.)
Amjet turns focus on its micro turbine 
Company plans to provide power for municipalities and third-world villages.
By REX L. TROUTE, thehawkeye.com, 4/9/17
 
KEOKUK, IA — Paul Roos, technical director for
Amjet Turbine Systems, has been hard at it since
2009, trying to bring more electricity to the U.S.
and the world through hydro-electric power
generation. The Keokuk-based company has
developed turbines, large and small, hoping to
create power at dams currently not being used to
produce hydroelectric power.

(Getting on the pumped storage bandwagon even though it’s full of hot air.)
New joint partnership for Gravity Renewables
By Jensen Werley — April 11, 2017, bizwest.com

BOULDER, CO — Gravity Renewables Inc., an owner, operator and developer of hydroelectric 
plants, is jointly developing utility-scale energy storage projects with Hydrostor Inc.  Boulder’s 
Gravity Renewables is now a preferred development partner with Hydrostor, a leader in 
compressed air energy storage, and will represent Hydrostor’s solutions in the New England, New
York and Colorado markets, where Gravity owns hydroelectric projects.  “Gravity is pleased to 
team up with Hydrostor to provide what is arguably one of the most valuable missing pieces in our
energy system today: storage,” Ted Rose, CEO of Gravity Renewables, said in a statement. 
“Developing [advanced compressed air energy storage] projects fits well with our core 
competencies and existing hydropower platform. These complimentary [sic] asset classes offer 
cost-effective, long-life and scalable options, which is what the market is looking for.”
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Other Stuff: 
(Now, this is real irony.)
Coal Museum Goes Solar to Save on Energy Costs 
Kentucky facility raises eyebrows with decision 
By Newser Editors and Wire Services, Apr 7, 2017, newser.com 

(NEWSER) – Don't look to the Kentucky Coal
Mining Museum to bring coal back. The museum is
installing solar panels on its roof, part of a project
aimed at lowering the energy costs of one of the
city's largest electric customers, the AP reports. It's
also a symbol of the state's efforts to move away
from coal as its primary energy source as more
coal-fired power plants are replaced by natural gas.
The state legislature recently lifted its decades-old
ban on nuclear power. "It's a little ironic or
coincidental that you are putting solar green energy
on a coal museum," says Roger Noe, a former state representative who sponsored the legislation 
that created the coal museum. "Coal comes from nature, the sun rays come from nature, so it all 
works out to be a positive thing." 

The museum is in Benham, once a coal camp town whose population peaked at about 3,000, 
according to 85-year-old Mayor Wanda Humphrey. Today, it has about 500 people, and 
Humphrey says she's the mayor because no one else wants the job. The museum, which opened 
in 1994 with the help of some state funding, houses relics from the state's coal-mining past, 
including items from the personal collection of "Coal Miner's Daughter" country singer Loretta 
Lynn. It's also the best place in town to get the most direct sunlight, which made it an ideal 
location for solar panels. "The people here are sort of in awe of this solar thing," Humphrey says. 
The Southeast Community and Technical College, which owns the museum, expects the solar 
panels to save between $8,000 and $10,000 a year on energy costs.
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